Liechti Powerful Solutions

Chip wash down Kit

The higher the process Performance – The higher reaches your Productivity
Therefore we offer you the chip wash down retrofit done by a highly experienced Liechti Field Service Engineer.

Within 3 working days we equip your go-Mill 350 with the chip wash down kit:

- Additional adjustable coolant nozzles in the working area
- Additional wipers for the Y- and Z- axis
- Additional wipers for the tail stock
- Automatic chip flush down (especially for aluminum applications)
- Avoid chips in ATC, spindle nose and whole work area which disturb the process stability and part quality

Please contact us for more information!

We’re pleased to provide you an offer based on your specific requirements. We’ve got the right solution for you!

Special Offer

Four steps to increase your profit

Plan Your Profit
Solution engineering of your technical and economical production requirements

Performance
g-Technology for highest quality and quantity output

Partnership
Support and performance updates over entire machine life

Profitability Increase